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Successful social interactions require both affect sharing (empathy) and understanding others' mental states
(Theory of Mind, ToM). As these two functions have mostly been investigated in isolation, the specificity of the
underlying neural networks and the relation of these networks to the respective behavioral indices could not
be tested. Here, we present a novel fMRI paradigm (EmpaToM) that independently manipulates both empathy
and ToM. Experiments 1a/b (N = 90) validated the task with established empathy and ToM paradigms on a
behavioral and neural level. Experiment 2 (N = 178) employed the EmpaToM and revealed clearly separable
neural networks including anterior insula for empathy and ventral temporoparietal junction for ToM. These
distinct networks could be replicated in task-free resting state functional connectivity. Importantly, brain activity
in these two networks specifically predicted the respective behavioral indices, that is, inter-individual differences
in ToM related brain activity predicted inter-individual differences in ToM performance, but not empathic
responding, and vice versa. Taken together, the validated EmpaToM allows separation of affective and cognitive
routes to understanding others. It may thus benefit future clinical, developmental, and intervention studies on
identifying selective impairments and improvement in specific components of social cognition.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Understanding others – be it through sharing their emotions or
reflecting on their thoughts – is a key component of successful social
interaction. The ease with which we accomplish this task every day,
readily makes us forget the complex computations and processes it
entails. In the last decade, social neuroscience has investigated affective
and cognitive routes to understanding others (Frith and Frith, 2005;
Mitchell, 2005; Singer, 2006, 2012). Affective routes have mainly been
studied under the term empathy, defined as sharing another's emotion-
al state while being aware that the other is the source of the emotion
(de Vignemont and Singer, 2006). Meta-analyses show that the anterior
insula (AI) and middle anterior cingulate cortex (mACC) are core
regions underlying empathic responding when witnessing others' suf-
fering and when suffering oneself (Fan et al., 2011; Lamm et al., 2011).
Therefore, ‘shared’ brain networks have been proposed as an underlying
mechanism for our ability to empathize (Decety, 2010; Keysers and
Gazzola, 2009; Singer et al., 2004). Complementarily to empathy,
science,Max Planck Institute for
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others' sufferingmay also induce compassion, that is feelings ofwarmth
and care and the wish to alleviate the other's suffering (Singer and
Klimecki, 2014). Compassion relies on a different neural network than
empathy, comprising areas linked to positive affect such as ventral
striatum (Klimecki et al., 2014). Another line of research has focused
on a cognitive route to understanding others that has been investigated
under the terms Theory of Mind (ToM), mentalizing or cognitive
perspective taking and comprises inferring and reasoning about the
beliefs, thoughts or emotions of others (Frith and Frith, 2005; Mitchell
et al., 2005; Premack and Woodruff, 1978). The neural network under-
lying ToM includes the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), temporal poles
(TP), medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) and precuneus/posterior
cingulate (PCC) (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003, for meta-analyses see
Bzdok et al., 2012; Schurz et al., 2014). Importantly, ToM entails both,
the reasoning about others' mental and affective states. Thus the crucial
difference between ToM and empathy is that the first yields proposi-
tional knowledge of another's state, while the latter entails embodied
sharing of a sensory, affective or bodily state (Singer, 2006).

Previous studies have compared cognitive and affective aspects of
ToM (i.e. mentalizing on others' cognitive, perceptual, or affective states
(Bruneau et al., 2012; Schnell et al., 2011; Schulte-Ruther et al., 2007;
Shamay-Tsoory and Aharon-Peretz, 2007; Vollm et al., 2006) or have
studied empathy and ToM in separation (Dziobek et al., 2011). Crucially,
however, no paradigm has yet allowed investigation of both behavioral
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indices and neural networks underlying empathy and ToM within the
same individuals. In the current study, we intended to investigate
these two capacities within one paradigm and in the same individuals,
and thereby address two important questions. The first concerns
brain–behavior relations, that is, the specific relation of neural activity
observed during empathy and ToM conditions to the behavioral indices
of both functions. Are empathy ratings related to neural activity elicited
during empathy conditions, but not during ToM conditions, and vice
versa for ToM performance? While empathy ratings have previously
been shown to parametrically modulate brain activity observed during
empathy paradigms (Klimecki et al., 2013), the relation of ToM perfor-
mance to brain activity observed in mentalizing networks is yet
unknown, and so is the dissociation of brain–behavior relations com-
paring empathy and ToM abilities within an individual. The second
question concerns the characterization and distinction of the neural
networks underlying empathy and ToM when assessed within an indi-
vidual. Which brain regions are engaged specifically by one social
capacitiy compared to the other? For example, meta-analytic findings
suggest that TPJ is activated not only during ToM, but also during
empathic responding (for a meta-analysis on studies in both domains
see Bzdok et al., 2012). As TPJ is comprised of anatomically and
functionally diverse subregions in temporal, parietal and occipital
cortex (Mars et al., 2012; Silani et al., 2013) it is conceivable that distinct
subregions of the TPJ subserve the two functions. A study that assesses
empathy and ToM within one task and in the same individuals would
allow directly contrasting the activity related to empathy and
ToM and thereby delineating the specifics of each function. Finally,
an open question is whether the neural networks underlying empathy
and ToM replicate in task-free resting state functional connectivity
within the same individuals. The striking similarity of the empathy
and ToM related networks with the so called task-control and default
mode network, respectively, would suggest that the task-based
activation peaks are embedded in these domain-general networks
(Buckner et al., 2011; Tops et al., 2014; Wen et al., 2012; Yeo et al.,
2011).

In order to address these questions, we developed a newexperimen-
tal paradigm, the EmpaToM, that specifically allows the simultaneous
investigation of affective and cognitive understanding of others. We
aimed at carefully validating both the brain and behavioral measures
of the EmpaToM, because investigating the specificity and separability
of empathy and ToM crucially relies on its solid and accurate assess-
ment. Furthermore, thorough validation would allow application of
this paradigm in future clinical, developmental and intervention
research. The EmpaToM implements an orthogonal manipulation of
empathy and ToM during an ongoing realistically complex and
demanding situation requiring social understanding of others. The
task probes empathy through naturalistic video stimuli depicting auto-
biographic narratives that are either emotionally negative (e.g. experi-
ences of loss or threat) or neutral, the latter serving as control
condition. Participants' subjective empathic response was assessed via
valence ratings of their affective state (positive versus negative). A
second rating asked for the degree of experienced compassion for the
observed other (compassion ratings). ToM was assessed during subse-
quent questions asking for the thoughts, goals or intentions of the
other (or for factual reasoning as control condition). A last rating
concerned participants' confidence with their preceeding response to
allow assessment of metacognitive abilities (Fleming et al., 2010).2 In
sum, the paradigm follows a two by two factorial design with videos
depiciting stories with (a) negative or neutral emotional valence
(later giving rise to valence and compassion ratings) and (b) ToM
(e.g., irony or deception) or nonToM related story contents (later giving
rise to ToM or factual reasoning questions).
2 This measure of metacognitive ability and its underlying neural network are beyond
the scope of this manuscript and will be described in more detail elsewhere.
For an overview of the main goals and measures applied in each
experiment see Fig. 1. In Experiment 1a and b, we validated the
EmpaToM with existing behavioral and functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) paradigms of empathy/compassion and ToM, including
the Socio-affective Video Task (Klimecki et al., 2013), a False Belief Task
(Dodell-Feder et al., 2011), and the ImposingMemory Task (Kinderman
et al., 1998). In Experiment 2, the EmpaToMwas administered to a large
representative sample in the context of a large-scale longitudinal study,
the ReSource project (Singer et al., in press). In order to investigate the
specific link of inter-individual differences in the activation of empathy
and ToM related neural networks to inter-individual differences in the
behavioral indices of these two capacities (question 1), we calculated
composite measures for neural responding during empathy and ToM
and tested their relation to both specific and composite behavioral
measures of empathy and ToM. To test for separability of the neural
networks underlying empathy and ToM (question 2), we directly
contrasted empathy and ToM related activity. Furthermore, we ana-
lyzed functional connectivity of resting state scans to probe whether
the observed task related neural networks are coherent across
situations.

Experiment 1

In order to validate the EmpaToMon the level of behavior and neural
networks, two experiments were performed. In Experiment 1a, neuro-
imaging of the EmpaToM, the Socio-affective Video Task (empathy),
and a False Belief Task (ToM) allowed validation of the related neural
networks and of the behavioral empathy measure. As the False Belief
Task yields no behavioral variability in ToM performance in adults,
Experiment 1b, behaviorally tested the EmpaToM and the Imposing
Memory Task in a different sample to validate the behavioral ToM
measure.

Experimental procedures

Experiment 1a

Participants. Twenty-seven volunteers participated in Experiment 1a.
Data from two of them had to be excluded because of technical
difficulties with the scanner, leaving 25 participants (age mean =
32.6, SD = 9.9, 14 women, all right-handed). Participants in all
experiments gave written informed consent and the study was
approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Leipzig,
Germany.

Tasks
EmpaToM. To allow measuring empathy, compassion, and ToM, the

EmpaToM presented participants with a sequence of stimuli in each
trial (see Fig. 1). After a fixation cross (1–3 s), the name of a person
(1 s) who would subsequently be speaking in a short video (~15 s)
was presented. The videos differed in emotionality (emotionally neutral
vs. negative contents) and in what question they gave rise to (ToM vs.
nonToM). After each video, participants were asked to rate how they
felt (on a scale from negative to positive; 4 s) and how much compas-
sion they felt for the person in the previous video (scale from none to
very much; 4 s). After a fixation cross (1–3 s), a multiple choice
question with three response options was presented. The questions
either demanded a ToM-inference or factual reasoning on the contents
of the previous video. Participants had a maximum of 14 s to select
one of the response options, which was then highlighted and remained
on the screen for another second. After a fixation cross (0–2 s), a confi-
dence rating was presented asking participants how confident they
were to have chosen the correct response in the previous question
(4 s). Twelve trials per condition were presented. In order to control
for possible effects of specific actor characteristics, each actor recounted
one story per condition, thus 12 different actors were part of the



Fig. 1. (A) Overview of the conducted experiments, their specific aims and experimental tasks applied. (B) EmpaToM trial sequence. Following a 2 (Emotionality of the Video) × 2
(ToM Requirements) design, 4 different video types were presented for each actor: Emotionally negative and neutral videos; videos with and without ToM demands, thereby leading
to ToM vs. factual reasoning questions. After each video, participants rated their own affect and their compassion for the person in the video. After each question, participants rated
their confidence regarding their performance in the question.
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stimulus set. Examplary video stories and questions can be found in
Supplement S1.

Socio-affective video task (SoVT). The SoVT is an established empathy
paradigm (Klimecki et al., 2013) in which participants are presented
with silent video clips depicting people in distress (high emotion) or
performing everyday activities (low emotion) and are asked to rate
after each video how they feel themselves (valence rating) and how
they feel for the other (compassion rating). The behavioral measures
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derived for validation of the EmpaToM were participants' valence
ratings (emotionally negative vs. neutral) and compassion ratings
(mean across all conditions).

Saxe false belief task. To validate the ToM measure on the level of
neural activation, the Saxe False Belief Task was applied (Dodell-Feder
et al., 2011). Participants are presented with brief written statements
about the beliefs of a person or about physical causality and are asked
to decide if the statement was true or not.

MRI data acquisition. Brain images were acquired on a 3 T Siemens Verio
scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen), equipped with a 32-
channel head coil. Structural images were acquired using a MPRAGE
T1-weighted sequence (TR = 2300 ms; TE = 2.98 ms; TI = 900; flip
angle = 9°; 176 sagittal slices; matrix size = 256 × 256; FOV = 256
mm; slice thickness = 1 mm), yielding a final voxel size of 1 × 1 × 1
mm. For the functional imaging, a T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging
(EPI) sequence was used (TR = 2000 ms; TE = 27 ms, flip angle =
90°). Thirty-seven axial slices were acquired covering the whole brain
with a slice thickness of 3 mm, in-plane resolution 3 × 3 mm, 1 mm
interslice gap, FOV = 210 mm; matrix size 70 × 70. Each run began
with three dummy volumes that were discarded from further analysis.

Data analysis
Behavioral data analysis. In the EmpaToM, ratings (affect, concern)

and performance (reaction times (RTs) and error rates) were analyzed
by means of a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). A
2 × 2 factorial design was applied with the within-subject factors
Emotionality of Video (emotionally negative videos versus neutral
videos) and ToMRequirement (ToMversus nonToM). Behavioral empa-
thy was assessed with valence ratings (emotionally negative vs.
neutral), behavioral compassion was assessed with compassion ratings
(mean across all conditions).

The SoVT was analyzed by deriving a measure of empathy (valence
ratings; emotionally negative vs. neutral) and compassion (compassion
ratings; mean across all conditions). In order to validate the behavioral
empathy measure of the EmpaToM, valence ratings and compassion
ratings were correlated with the respective measures of the SoVT.

The Saxe False Belief Task does not provide a meaningful behavioral
measure because of ceiling effects in adult populations.

fMRI data analysis. Images were analyzed using SPM8 (Wellcome
Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK). Preprocessing
was identical for all tasks: All volumes were coregistered to the SPM
single-subject canonical EPI image, slice-time corrected and realigned
to the mean image volume in order to correct for head motion. A high
resolution anatomical image of each subject was first coregistered to
the SPM single-subject canonical T1 image and then to the average
functional image. The transformation matrix obtained by normalizing
the anatomical image was then used to normalize functional
images to MNI space. The normalized images (3 mm isotropic voxel)
were spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of full-width half-
maximum at 8 mm. A high-pass temporal filter with cutoff of 128 s
was applied to remove low-frequency drifts from the data.

After preprocessing, statistical analysis was carried out using the
general linear model (Friston et al., 1994). For the EmpaToM, onset
and duration of the four video types, their corresponding questions
and the rating periods were modeled. These regressors were convolved
with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). Effects of head
motion were accounted for by modeling the six motion parameters for
each subject as effects of no interest in the design matrix. To further
reduce influence of potential noise-artifacts, we used the RobustWLS
Toolbox (Diedrichsen and Shadmehr, 2005), which down-weights
images with higher noise variance through a weighted-least-squares
approach. Contrast images for the ‘Empathy contrast’ (emotionally neg-
ative vs. neutral videos) and the ‘ToM contrast’ (ToM vs. nonToM ques-
tions) were then calculated by applying linearweights to the parameter
estimates and entered into one-sample t-tests for random effects
analysis. The SoVT was modeled with regressors for negative and
neutral videos and the ToM localizer with regressors for physical and
belief stories and questions. The same model estimation procedure
and random effects analysis as in the EmpaToM was applied. For this
first validation experiment, themore liberal threshold of p b .001 uncor-
rected, with a cluster threshold of k N 10 contiguous voxels was applied.

Experiment 1b

Participants. Sixty-five people (age mean = 26.6, SD = 7.0, 32 women,
63 right-handed) were recruited.

Tasks. The EmpaToM and the Kinderman Imposing Memory Task
(IMT; (Kinderman et al., 1998) were assessed in order to validate the
behavioral measure of ToM in the EmpaToM. The IMT measures
complex and verbally based ToM performance in healthy adults. Stories
were read to participants and they were asked to answer increasingly
complex dual forced choice questions that either concerned ToM
elements of the stories (expectations or beliefs of involved persons) or
were memory questions.

Results

Experiment 1a: behavioral results

Ratings.As expected, in valence ratings, participants reportedmore neg-
ative affect after emotionally negative videos [F(1, 24)=161.9, p b .001,ɳ2 = 0.871] (Fig. 2). Valence ratings were also more negative after ToM
videos [F(1, 24) = 26.0, p b .001, ɳ2 = 0.529]. The latter effect was only
present in emotionally neutral videos [t(24)= 5.4, p b .001], but not in
negative videos [t(24) b 1]), reflected in a two-way interaction [F(1,
24) = 25.8, p b .001, ɳ2 = 0.518]. Ratings of compassion were
significantly enhanced after emotionally negative videos [F(1, 24) =
79.1, p b .001, ɳ2 = 0.767]. Crucially, valence ratings in the EmpaToM
correlated with valence ratings in the SoVT (r = .37, p b 05) and com-
passion ratings in the EmpaToM correlated with compassion ratings in
the SoVT (r = .59, p b .01).

ToM performance. Both error rates and response times have previously
been used to assess mentalizing capacities (Kinderman et al., 1998;
Samson et al., 2010) and the EmpaToM meaningfully assesses both
measures. As it is possible that individual response strategies differen-
tially emphasize one over the other, RTs and error rates to the questions
were combined into one composite measure of performance by z-
transforming and averaging both for each condition. Performance was
decreased after emotionally negative videos [F(1, 24) = 7.54, p b .05,ɳ2 = 0.239] (Fig. 3), but enhanced for ToM than for nonToM questions
[F(1, 24) = 26.85, p b .001, ɳ2 = 0.528], suggesting that ToM questions
were easier. The latter effect was larger for emotionally negative
[t(24) = 7.1, p b .001] than for neutral [t(24) = 1.6, p = .13] videos
[F(1, 177) = 15.94, p b .01, ɳ2 = 0.399] (see Supplements S2 and S3
for results on RTs and errors separately as well as for the results of the
confidence ratings). As, in line with previous research (Dodell-Feder
et al., 2011; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003), there was no behavioral
variability in the Saxe False Belief task, the correlation with the ToM
performance from the EmpaToM and this task could not be computed
(see Experiment 1b for the behavioral validation).

Experiment 1a: fMRI results
Comparing emotionally negative with neutral videos in the

EmpaToM (‘Empathy contrast’) yielded activation in bilateral AI and
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), in MPFC extending into dorsal ACC and in
left TPJ with a relatively dorsal peak including supramarginal gyrus
(SMG; Fig. 2; Table 1). These clusters largely overlapped with a meta-
analysis of empathy studies (Bzdok et al., 2012) and partially with



Fig. 2. Empathy and compassion in Experiments 1a and 2. (A) Experiment 1a: Brain activation for emotionally negative N neutral videos in the EmpaToM (red) and the SoVT (yellow).
Meta-analytic masks are depicted as white outlines. Valence ratings of the EmpaToM and their correlation with the valence ratings in the Socio-affective Video Task are illustrated.
(B) Experiment 2: Brain activation for emotionally negative N neutral videos (red) and parametric modulation with the valence ratings (yellow) in the EmpaToM. Meta-analytic masks
are depicted aswhite outlines. Valence ratings of the EmpaToMand their correlationwith the valence ratings in the Socio-affective Video Task are illustrated. Correlation of brain activation
in Experiment 2 (from peak coordinates of Experiment 1a) with a composite score of affect related behavior. Heart rate deceleration in reaction to emotionally negative (red) vs. neutral
(blue) videos. (C) Experiments 1a and 2 Compassion: Brain activation for emotionally negative N neutral videos (red) and parametric modulation with compassion ratings (yellow) in
Experiment 3. Compassion ratings in the EmpaToM and their correlation with compassion ratings in the Socio-affective Video Task.
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Fig. 3. ToM in Experiments 1a, 1b and 2. (A) Experiment 1a and 1b: Brain activation for ToM N factual reasoning during questions (green) in the EmpaToM and belief N physical stories in
the Saxe False Belief Task (yellow). RTs and error rates in the EmpaToM and their relation with the Kinderman ImposingMemory Task (IMT). Performance in the IMT is displayed for the
highest level of theory of mind (level 5). Participants with higher RTs in the ToM measure of the EmpaToM (green) performed worse in the IMT, while RT performance in the nonToM
measure of the EmpaToM (blue) is not related to IMT performance. (B) Experiment 2: Brain activation for ToM N factual reasoning during questions (green) and during videos (yellow).
Performance in the EmpaToM and the correlation of the composite score of ToM performance in the EmpaToM with the composite score of the egocentricity bias in the Samson Visual
Perspective Taking Task are shown. The correlation of brain activation in Experiment 2 (from peak coordinates of Experiment 1a) with a composite score of ToM related behavior is
illustrated.
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Table 1
Activation peaks for empathy and ToM in Experiment 1a during the EmpaToM.

H MNI coordinates T Z Cs

x y z

EmpaToM: emotionally negative N neutral video
Middle frontal gyrus R 24 57 21 4.92 4.05 21
Superior frontal cortex L −18 57 27 5.06 4.13 336
Superior medial frontal cortex L −9 57 30 4.99 4.09
Anterior cingulate cortex R 6 45 24 4.98 4.08
Superior medial frontal cortex L −3 33 51 3.8 3.33 18
Supplementary motor area L −3 24 54 3.58 3.18
Inferior frontal gyrus L −48 33 −9 5 4.1 257
Anterior insula L −36 18 −6 4.97 4.08
Anterior insula R 36 22 −9 4.25 3.63 81
Inferior frontal gyrus R 54 21 0 4.25 3.63
Middle frontal gyrus L −48 18 45 3.99 3.46 14
TPJ–angular/supramarginal gyrus L −51 −51 30 5.86 4.57 201
TPJ–supramarginal gyrus L −51 −42 39 4.85 4.01
Lingual gyrus L −9 −66 −9 5.63 4.45
Lingual gyrus 0 −69 3 5.88 4.58 132
Cerebellum R 24 −81 −36 5.28 4.26 131

EmpaToM: ToM N nonToM question
Superior medial frontal cortex L −3 66 27 4.82 3.99 260
Superior medial frontal cortex L −9 57 24 4.65 3.89
Inferior frontal gyrus L −30 21 −18 4.71 3.92 11
Temporal pole R 48 9 −36 7.01 5.12 106
Temporal pole R 48 15 −27 6.79 5.02
Temporal pole L −54 3 −30 5.76 4.52 51
Putamen L −24 −12 12 4.47 3.78 14
Superior temporal cortex R 51 −12 −9 5.88 4.59 155
Superior temporal cortex R 48 −30 −6 5.47 4.36
Superior temporal cortex L −51 −18 −9 5.78 4.53 47
Middle cingulate cortex R 6 −18 45 4.14 3.56 11
Middle cingulate cortex L −3 −18 45 3.76 3.3
Central opercular cortex L −57 −21 21 4.59 3.85 18
Postcentral gyrus L −39 −27 66 4.62 3.87 57
TPJ–supramarginal/superior
temporal gyrus

R 66 −27 27 5.46 4.36 83

TPJ–supramarginal/angular gyrus R 54 −42 21 5.12 4.17 84
TPJ–angular/supramarginal gyrus R 45 −45 21 4.93 4.06
TPJ–angular gyrus R 63 −45 21 3.88 3.38
Precuneus L −6 −51 36 6.17 4.73 228
Posterior cingulate cortex L −6 −51 27 5.98 4.64
Posterior cingulate cortex R 6 −51 33 5.76 4.52
TPJ–angular gyrus L −45 −57 24 7.25 5.23 213
TPJ–supramarginal/angular gyrus L −51 −48 24 5.29 4.27
Cerebellum L −21 −75 −39 4.73 3.94 60
Cerebellum R 30 −81 −36 5.5 4.38 63

H = hemisphere, Cs = cluster size in number of voxels.
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activation for emotionally negative N neutral videos in the SoVT in left
and right AI/IFG (Table S4).

Comparing ToM with nonToM questions in the EmpaToM (‘ToM
contrast’) yielded activation in bilateral TPJ with more ventral peaks
than in the empathy contrast, superior temporal sulcuc (STS), TP,
MPFC and precuneus/PCC (Fig. 3 and Table 1). These clusters largely
overlapped with a meta-analysis of ToM studies (Bzdok et al., 2012)
and with the Saxe False Belief task (Table S4).

Experiment 1b: behavioral results
Valence and compassion ratings and ToM performance replicated

the main findings of Experiment 1 (Supplement S5 and S6). Crucially,
the composite ToM performance in the EmpaToM correlated with per-
formance on the most difficult level of ToM in the Imposing Memory
Task, a verbal high-level mentalizing task (point biserial correlation
r = .28, p b 05).

Discussion

Experiments 1a and b demonstrate the validity of the empathy and
ToM measures of the newly developed task on a behavioral and neural
level. Specifically, empathy and compassion ratings in the EmpaToM
were related to the respective measures of the established SoVT and
ToM performance in the EmpaToM correlated with high-level ToM
performance in the IMT. These findings were paralleled by the substan-
tial overlap of the empathy and ToM related neural networks with
activity observed during established tasks (SoVT, Saxe False Belief
Task) and with the regions identified in a recent meta-analysis (Bzdok
et al., 2012).

In Experiment 2 we aimed at using a larger sample of participants to
directly investigate the relation of behavioral empathy and ToM mea-
sures to the respective neural network activity as observed in the
EmpaToM. Further, we probed the separability of the neural networks
related to empathy and ToM in task-related and task-free fMRI.

Experiment 2

Experimental procedures

Participants
191 participants participated in the experiment. Thirteen partici-

pants were excluded due to technical problems during data acquisition.
178 participants (age mean = 40.9 years, SD = 9.5, 106 female, 176
right-handed) were included in the final data set.

Tasks

EmpaToM task. The task was similar to Experiment 1. Five parallel
versions of the task were created and randomly applied to five
subgroups of the total sample. Each set was composed of 48 videos
from 12 actors (each actor contributing one video per condition of the
2 × 2 design, emotionally negative versus neutral videos, ToM versus
nonToM). Sets were created based on iterative behavioral pilot data so
that thefivefinal task sets did not differ in terms of valence and compas-
sion ratings, RTs, errors, confidence ratings as well as duration of the
videos (for each condition). The following semantic characteristics of
the questions were matched to be constant across conditions: number
of words, number of characters, number of predicates, number of
changes in tense, complexity of the sentences (number of main and
subordinate clauses), number of passive sentence constructions, and
number of conjunctives (Table S7).

Socio-affective video task (SoVT) and Samson Visual Perspective Taking
Task. The SoVT (see above) and the Samson Visual Perspective Taking
Task (Samson et al., 2010) were assessed behaviorally. The Samson
Visual Perspective Taking Task requires participants to judge a three
dimensional visual scene either from their own or an avatar's perspec-
tive by delivering speeded dual choice responses to questions
concerning how many objects either they themselves or the avatar
can see (Samson et al., 2010). The measure of relevance to us was the
egocentricity bias, that is, the tendency to implicitly calculate one's
own perspective when judging the avatar's perspective. The ability to
overcome one's egocentricity bias when required to select the other's
perspective has been argued to be a cognitively demanding component
of mentalizing (Qureshi et al., 2010).

MRI data acquisition
Data acquisition for the EmpaToM was identical to Experiment 1.

Furthermore, 6.7 min of resting state (eyes opened with instruction to
focus on a fixation cross) data were recorded on the same day with
the same EPI sequence.

Physiological data acquisition
The electrocardiogram (ECG), skin conductance response (SCR),

and respiration were measured with a Brainamp ExG MR compatible
amplifier and Brain Vision Recorder 1.20 (Brain Products). Signals
were acquired unfiltered and sampled at 5000 Hz. The ECGwas record-
ed using three Easycap electrodes (20kOhm) with Ten20 conductive
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paste (12.5% NaCl) that were located on the back under the seventh
cervical vertebra, on the left dorsal side at the height of the tenth rib
and on the lumbar part of the spine. Two skin conductance electrodes
were placed adjacently on the left middle and index fingertips, using
GSR-MR-electrodes (Ag/AgCl, Brain Products) filled with skin conduc-
tance electrode paste. Respiration was acquired by a movement sensi-
tive belt attached to the abdomen (3D acceleration sensor MR, Brain
Products). By means of this belt it was possible to record movements
in three dimensions.

Data analysis

Behavioral data analysis. Behavioral data analysis was identical to Exper-
iment 1.

Physiological data analysis. An in houseMatlab functionwas used to cor-
rect scanner gradient artifacts in the ECG signal. For the correction of the
GSR Signal, a 3rd order butterworth 0.5 Hz low pass filter and a 2 Hz
high pass filter was applied (Figner and Murphy, 2011). The respiration
signal was corrected with a 3rd order butterworth 0.3 Hz low pass filter
and a 0.05 high pass filter. R-peakswere detected by an in house Python
2.7 routine, that marks a peak that exceeds a threshold in the signal
within an individually adjustable time window. Reactions in heart rate
during the videos were determined by subtracting activity 1 s before
video onset from that occurring each second after video onset
(Bradley et al., 2001). Heart rate waveform scores were computed by
determining, for each participant and each trial, the mean deceleration
during the videos, and the maximum deceleration from baseline across
the duration of the videos (Hodes et al., 1985). For skin conductance, the
number of significant (= above-threshold 0.01 μS) SCRs, Area (i.e. time
integral) of phasic driver (equals SCR multiplied by size of response
window [muS*s]) and mean tonic activity (of decomposed tonic com-
ponent) were calculated during each video by means of Ledalab
V3.4.5. The response windows in which the GSR-signal was analyzed,
corresponded to the mean video length of each video category.
Reactions in respiration were assessed by calculating the amount of
respirations (inhale and exhale) during each video. Heart rate decelera-
tion, skin conductance response, and respiration were analyzed by
means of a repeated measures one factor ANOVA on Emotionality of
Video (emotionally negative vs. neutral videos).

fMRI data analysis. Preprocessing and first-level model estimation were
the same as in Experiment 1. Two additional models were estimated
with only one regressor for all videos and with regressors for the para-
metric modulation of video-related activity by valence and compassion
rated after the video, respectively. On the second level, simple t-tests for
the ‘Empathy contrast’ (emotionally negative–neutral videos) and the
‘ToM contrast’ (ToM–nonToM questions and ToM–nonToM videos)
were performed. Specifics of ToM and empathywere analyzed by enter-
ing the respective first-level contrast images into a factorial design. The
specific contrasts ‘ToM N Empathy’ and ‘Empathy N ToM’ were then
inclusively masked for significant voxels of the respective simple
contrast. All contrasts were thresholded at a p b .05 FWE-corrected
level and an extent threshold of k N 10 contigous voxels was applied.

Resting state analysis. Resting state data was analyzed with SPM8 and
DPARSF (Chao-Gan and Yu-Feng, 2010). The first 10 volumes were
discarded. The remaining functional scans were slice-time corrected
and realigned. T1 images were coregistered to the functional scans
and a DARTEL template was created using the averaged T1 images
from all subjects. Nuisance covariates including six head motion
parameters, the head motion scrubbing regressor, white matter signal
and the CSF signal were removed from the functional data. The linear
trend of time courses were removed and then temporally band-pass
filtering (0.01–0.08 Hz) to reduce the very low-frequency drift and
high-frequency respiratory and cardiac noise.
For functional connectivity calculation, spheres (radius = 5 mm)
around the peak regions observed in the specific contrasts were defined
as seed regions. The averaged time course was then obtained from the
sphere ROI and the correlation analysis was performed in a voxel-wise
way to generate the FC. The correlation coefficient map was then con-
verted into z maps by Fisher's r-to-z transform to improve normality.
These maps, calculated in original space were normalized into MNI
space and re-sampled to 3-mm isotropic voxels as well as smoothed
with a 4 mm FWHM kernel. All contrasts were thresholded at a
p b .05 FWE-corrected level and an extent threshold of k N 10 contigous
voxels was applied.

Results

In this section,wewill first report themain behavioral, physiological
and fMRI findings of Experiment 2 and then address the twomain ques-
tions in succession: First, are increased empathy ratings and ToM per-
formance specifically linked to higher activity in the respective neural
networks. Second, what are the specifics of the neural networks related
to empathy and ToM and can these networks also be separated in task-
free resting state connectivity.

Behavioral results
Valence and compassion ratings and ToM performance replicated

the main findings of Experiments 1a/b (Figs. 2 and 3; Supplement S8
and S9). Like in Experiment 1, valence ratings in the EmpaToM correlat-
ed with valence ratings in the SoVT (r = .36, p b 01), and compassion
ratings in the EmpaToM correlated with compassion ratings in the
SoVT (r = .16, p b .05). The composite of ToM performance in the
EmpaToM correlated with the composite of the egocentricity bias in
the Samson Task (r = .17, p b .05), indicating that participants who
were better able to overcome the egocentricity bias are also more suc-
cessful in solving ToM questions.

Physiological responses
In addition to behavioral measures we assessed parameters of the

autonomic system to get more implicit measures of emotional involve-
ment. As expected, heart rate decelerationwas enhanced by emotional-
ly negative videos [F(1, 158) = 12, p b .01, ɳ2 = 0.218] (Fig. 2). Skin
conductance response and respiration however yielded no significant
effects of Emotionality of Video [Fs(1, 159) b 1].

fMRI results
Similar to Experiment 1, comparing emotional with neutral videos

(‘Empathy contrast’) activated bilateral AI and IFG, MPFC extending
into ACC, as well as dorsal TPJ including SMG (Fig. 2, Table 2). Activity
in these regions varied parametrically with the subjective valence rat-
ings that participants gave after each video. Testing for parametric var-
iation with the compassion ratings yielded a similar picture with two
main differences; AI activity, while varying with the amount of experi-
enced negative affect, did not varywith compassion ratings. Conversely,
activity in a cluster in the ventral striatum, which was observed when
comparing emotionally negative with neutral videos, did vary with
compassion ratings, but not with the valence ratings (Table S10).

As in Experiment 1, comparing ToM with nonToM questions (‘ToM
contrast’) yielded activation in bilateral TPJ, STS, TP, MPFC and
precuneus/PCC (Fig. 3 and Table 2). The same pattern of activation
was found when comparing BOLD responses when watching ToM ver-
sus nonToM videos, that is before explicit ToM or factual reasoning
judgments where required (Table S10).

Linking behavioral empathy and ToM parameters to the respective
neural activation

To obtain meaningful composite scores for all behavioral ToM and
empathy measures assessed in Experiment 2, a principal component



Table 2
Activation peaks for empathy and ToM in Experiment 2 during the EmpaToM.

H MNI coordinates T Z Cs

x y z

EmpaToM: emotionally negative N neutral video
Inferior frontal gyrus L −48 39 −9 10.68 N8.21 1027
Middle frontal L −42 15 45 10.04 N8.21
Anterior insula L −36 21 −6 8.58 7.82
Superior medial frontal cortex L −3 33 51 10.53 N8.21 1257
Superior medial frontal R 9 21 57 8.69 N8.21
Inferior frontal gyrus R 51 30 −6 10.01 N8.21 737
Middle frontal R 42 21 39 6.96 6.53
Anterior insula R 30 24 −15 6.64 6.27
Ventral striatum R 9 3 0 6.29 5.97 153
Ventral striatum L −6 −3 0 6.16 5.86
Caudate L −12 6 12 6.12 5.82
Caudate R 12 6 12 6 5.72
Middle cingulate 0 −18 39 8.25 7.58 82
Middle temporal cortex L −54 −30 −12 6.08 5.79 26
TPJ–angular/supramarginal gyrus R 63 −48 33 9.71 N8.21 448
Middle temporal cortex R 60 −57 9 7.44 6.93
TPJ–angular/supramarginal gyrus L −54 −51 33 12.49 N8.21 599
Precuneus 0 −63 36 12.01 N8.21 614
Lingual gyrus L −6 −75 −3 8.07 7.43 162
Middle occipital R 42 −84 18 5.98 5.7 30
Middle occipital L −39 −90 9 5.1 4.92 13
Cerebellum L −15 −78 −30 9.88 N8.21 186
Cerebellum R 18 −81 −33 10.04 N8.21 219

EmpaToM: ToM N nonToM questions
Rectus R 3 57 −18 7.71 7.15 38
Superior medial frontal L −9 54 24 13.72 N8.21 1185
Superior frontal L −9 54 33 12.34 N8.21
Superior medial frontal R 9 57 21 11.73 N8.21
Inferior frontal gyrus R 54 30 3 6.24 5.92 52
Inferior frontal gyrus L −51 24 6 10.32 N8.21 226
Inferior frontal gyrus L −45 27 −9 9.93 N8.21
Temporal pole R 51 9 −33 14.68 N8.21 121
Temporal pole L −51 3 −30 12 N8.21 79
Postcentral L −54 −6 48 6.05 5.76 13
Middle cingulate 0 −15 39 8.56 7.81 50
Supplementary motor area R 6 −24 57 5.37 5.17 10
TPJ–middle temporal R 51 −30 −3 10.61 N8.21 640
TPJ–superior temporal R 48 −18 −9 9.81 N8.21
TPJ–angular gyrus R 63 −45 21 7.76 7.19
Posterior cingulate/precuneus L −6 −51 30 16.38 N8.21 328
TPJ–angular gyrus L −51 −57 24 15.81 N8.21 1019
TPJ–middle temporal L −48 −30 −3 10.49 N8.21
TPJ–superior temporal L −60 −18 −6 9.53 N8.21
Cuneus L −9 −93 30 5.7 5.45 10
Cuneus R 15 −87 39 6.11 5.82 24
Cerebellum R 27 −78 −33 15.82 N8.21 145
Cerebellum L −27 −81 −36 14.65 N8.21 101

H = hemisphere, Cs = cluster size in number of voxels.

Table 3
Factor solution and loadings of the variables for the PCA on the behavioral measures on
empathy and ToM from the EmpaToM, the Socio-affective Video Task (SoVT) and the
Samson Visual Perspective Taking Task (EmpaToM performance in the questions
(affect performance represents composites of errors and reaction times in both ToM and
nonToM questions following emotional videos minus following neutral videos).

F1 (empathy in Tasks) F2 (ToM in Tasks)

SoVT: valence rating 0.79
EmpaToM: valence rating 0.75 −0.25
EmpaToM: affect performance 0.53
EmpaToM: ToM performance 0.77
Samson: egocentricity bias 0.71

Table 4
Factor solution and loadings of the variables for the PCA on the peak activations of the
‘Empathy contrast’ (emotionally negative vs. neutral videos) and the ‘ToM contrast’
(ToM vs. nonToM questions).

Contrast Region F1 (emo N neutral
videos)

F2 (ToM N nonToM
questions)

Empathy Superior medial frontal 0.84
r AI 0.83
l middle frontal 0.82
l TPJ 0.82
r middle frontal 0.80
l AI 0.79
r TPJ 0.73
precuneus 0.70

ToM l superior temporal 0.82
l TPJ 0.78
precuneus/posterior cingulate 0.76
l temporal pole 0.72
r superior temporal 0.72
Superior medial frontal 0.69
r TPJ 0.67
r temporal pole 0.62
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analysis (PCA) was performed on the critical measures of empathy and
ToM from the EmpaToM, the SoVT, and the Samson Visual Perspective
Taking Task. The following measures were included: EmpaToM ToM
performance composite, Samson egobias composite, EmpaToM valence
rating, SoVTvalence rating, and EmpaToMperformance in the questions
(composites of errors and reaction times in both ToM and nonToM
questions) following emotional videos minus following neutral videos.
The lattermeasure reflects the degree towhichparticipants' overall per-
formance is impaired by the emotionality of the videos. A PCA with
oblique rotation was performed, factors were derived according to the
Kaiser Criterion. This analysis yielded two independent factors
(KMO = .54; Bartlett's Test of Sphericity = 42.4, p b .001; % variance
explained = 54) (Table 3). The first factor, ‘Behavioral Empathy’,
entailed the valence ratings of the EmpaToM and the SoVT, and
the degree to which performance in the EmpaToM was negatively
influenced by the emotionality of the previous video. The second factor
entailed ToM performances in the EmpaToM and in the Samson Task
and was termed ‘Behavioral ToM’.
In order to relate the observed brain activation patterns to behavior
on an inter-individual level, we extracted the percent signal change in
Experiment 2 from those peak activations (5 mm spheres) observed
for the respective contrasts in the independent Experiment 1a within
meta-analytically identified brain regions for empathy and ToM
(Bzdok et al., 2012). In this way, we avoided statistical overestimation
of brain–behavior links (Kriegeskorte et al., 2010). In order to obtain
data-driven composites, the extracted activations for the contrast of
empathy (emotionally negative vs. neutral videos) and ToM (ToM vs.
nonToM questions) were subjected to a factor analysis. A PCA with
oblique rotation was performed, factors were derived according to the
Kaiser Criterion. This analysis yielded two distinct factors: ‘Brain Empa-
thy’ and ‘Brain ToM’ (KMO= .84; Bartlett's Test of Sphericity= 1608.1,
p b .001; % variance explained = 58) (Table 4).

Interestingly, when ‘Brain Empathy’ and ‘Brain ToM’ were entered
stepwise as predictors in a multiple linear regression analysis with va-
lence ratings in the EmpaToM (emotionally negative vs. neutral videos)
as dependent variable, a specific relation of ‘Brain Empathy’ to valence
ratings was revealed (R2 = .046, standardized beta = .214, p b .01),
while ‘Brain ToM’did not explain additional variance (R2 = .004,
standardized beta = .062, p N .30). The same selective relation held
true when including ‘Behavioral Empathy’ as dependent variable
(‘Brain Empathy’: R2 = .033, standardized beta = .181, p b .05; ‘Brain
ToM’: R2 = .034, standardized beta = − .028, p N .30). Also, when
‘Brain ToM’ and ‘Brain Empathy’ were entered stepwise as predictors
in a multiple linear regression analysis with ToM performance in
the EmpaToM as dependent variable, a specific relation of ‘Brain
ToM’ to ToM performance was revealed (R2 = .022, standardized
beta=− .150, p b .05), while ‘Brain Empathy’ did not explain additional
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variance (R2 = .004, standardized beta = − .064, p N .30). The
same selective relation held true when including ‘Behavioral ToM’ as
dependent variable (‘Brain ToM’: R2 = .033, standardized beta = .181,
p b .05; ‘Brain Empathy’: R2 = .039, standardized beta = − .080,
p N .30).

In sum, this pattern clearly shows that the relation of brain
and behavioral parameters of empathy and ToM are specific and
dissociable.
Fig. 4. Specifics of the social cognition networks (Experiment 2). (A) Contrast of empathy re
activations (red) and vice versa (green) in the EmpaToM. (B) Resting state connectivity seed
networks observed in Buckner et al. (2011) and Yeo et al. (2011) are displayed (networks 4 (a
Separability of the empathy and ToM related neural networks

Finding specific activation patterns for empathy and ToM

After having established two brain networks underlying the abilities
to empathize and mentalize, we asked whether we could identify
specific brain regions that are activated more by one or the other
route of social cognition. We therefore contrasted ‘emotionally
lated (emotionally negative N neutral videos) N ToM related (ToM N nonToM questions)
ed from peaks depicted in panel (A) for Empathy N ToM and vice versa. As outlines, the
s black outline) and 7 (yellow outline)).



Table 5
Activation peaks for the differential contrasts for empathy and ToM in Experiment 2
during the EmpaToM.

MNI coordinates T Z Cs

x y z

EmpaToM: (emotional N neutral video) N (ToM N nonToM questions)
Middle frontal (IFG) L −45 51 3 8.79 N8.21 155
Inferior frontal triangularis L −45 39 6 7.91 7.58
Superior medial frontal
(incl. anterior cingulate)

0 30 45 12.37 N8.21 235

Anterior insula L −33 21 −3 7.97 7.63 58
Middle frontal R 42 18 51 11.99 N8.21 424
Middle frontal L −45 12 36 7.56 7.27 108
Middle frontal L −36 12 33 7.26 7
Inferior frontal triangularis L −48 27 21 7.11 6.87
Anterior insula R 30 22 −6 9.17 N8.21
Inferior frontal operculum R 48 18 36 9.92 N8.21
Inferior orbitofrontal R 45 48 −9 9.42 N8.21
Middle cingulate R 3 −24 30 7.62 7.33 24
Precuneus R 9 −45 39 7.15 6.91 13
TPJ–angular/supramarginal gyrus R 51 −48 45 13.64 N8.21 115
TPJ–angular/supramarginal gyrus L −39 −54 48 12.21 N8.21 217
TPJ–supramarginal gyrus L −48 −48 45 11.83 N8.21
Cuneus L −9 −66 27 7.48 7.2 107
Precuneus L −6 −69 45 7.02 6.79
Precuneus R 12 −63 30 6.7 6.5
Fusiform gyrus L −27 −69 −9 5.63 5.51 32
Cerebellum L −12 −75 −30 10.69 N8.21 45
Cerebellum R 12 −81 −33 6.3 6.13 32

EmpaToM: (ToM N nonToM questions) N (emotionally negative N neutral video)
Superior frontal L −9 54 36 8.72 N8.21 386
Superior medial frontal L −9 57 21 7.91 7.58
Superior medial frontal R 6 57 21 7.34 7.08
SMA L −6 12 63 6.86 6.64 34
Temporal pole L −51 12 −24 10.11 N8.21 72
Temporal pole L −54 6 −15 8.32 N8.21
Temporal pole R 51 12 −30 11.52 N8.21 117
Temporal pole R 57 9 −12 10.31 N8.21
Superior temporal R 60 0 −6 16.78 N8.21 393
Superior temporal R 54 −18 0 16.15 N8.21
Superior temporal R 42 −33 12 9.42 N8.21
Postcentral L −54 −6 48 12.07 N8.21 13
TPJ–superior temporal L −60 −15 0 18.75 N8.21 692
TPJ–planum temporale L −48 −39 21 12.6 N8.21
TPJ–angular gyrus L −48 −57 24 8.98 N8.21
SMA R 6 −24 57 6.55 6.36 10
Posterior cingulate/precuneus L −6 −51 30 8.85 N8.21 93
Superior occipital R 15 −87 36 6.68 6.48 24
Cerebellum L −27 −81 −36 8.18 7.81 27
Cerebellum R 27 −81 −36 7.93 7.6 41

H = hemisphere, Cs = cluster size in number of voxels.
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negative N neutral videos’ with ‘ToM N nonToM questions’
(‘Empathy N ToM’) and vice versa (‘ToM N Empathy’). These analyses
yielded distinct networks with AI and IFG, MPFC extending into dorsal
ACC, and TPJ (dorsal region including SMG) for ‘Empathy N ToM’ and
ventral TPJ, STS, TP, MPFC and precuneus/PCC for ‘ToM N Empathy’
(Fig. 4, Table 5). These networks largely matched the previous patterns
identified for the main effects of Empathy and ToM. Importantly,
in those regions where some overlap was present for Empathy and
ToM in the main contrasts, specific peaks for each capacity could be
identified. This included the temporoparietal region (with a more
ventral TPJ peak for ToM and a more dorsal TPJ peak (including SMG)
for Empathy), as well as posterior and anterior midline regions (with
more anterior ventral peaks for ToM and dorsal posterior peaks for
Empathy in precuneus/posterior cingulate and MPFC).

Resting state functional connectivity

To test how the specific regions identified when contrasting
empathy and ToM related activity are embedded in task-free networks,
we compared resting state functional connectivity from seed regions
related to ‘ToM N Empathy’ or ‘Empathy N ToM’ in TPJ, MPFC, and
precuneus/PCC (Fig. 4, Table 3). This analysis indeed yielded distinct
networks that resembled the task-based networks (Table S11). Bilateral
AI, ACC/MPFC, DLPFC and more dorsal regions in TPJ were connected
more strongly to empathy related seed regions. More ventral regions
of TPJ and MPFC, precuneus/PCC, STS, TP showed stronger connectivity
to ToM related seed regions. The two networks strongly overlapped
with previous descriptions of large-scale resting state circuits,
specifically the default mode network and the task control network
(also referred to as salience network, cingulo-opercular network or ven-
tral attention network) (Buckner et al., 2011; Yeo et al., 2011).

Discussion

Replicating the findings of Experiment 1a and b and further validat-
ing the EmpaToM, Experiment 2 revealed correlations of empathy and
compassion ratings with establised behavioral measures of empathy
and compassion (SoVT), and a correlation of ToM performance with a
well-known measure of perspective taking (Samson Visual Perspective
Taking Task). In addition, physiological and imaging results are in line
with the literature, indicating sound assessment of all these measures.
In line with the literature, the degree of empathy that participants
reported in behavioral assessments was increased with increasing acti-
vation of the empathy network. Crucially, inter-individual differences in
the activation of the empathy related neural network, but not the ToM
related neural network, predicted behavioral empathy indices across
tasks. Vice versa, differences in activation of the ToM related network,
but not of the empathy related network, predicted ToM performance
across tasks. These specific brain behavior relations provide further
evidence for a dissociation of empathy and ToM (question 1). Finally,
based on task related and task-free analyses of functional brain activa-
tion, results of Experiment 2 revealed separable networks underlying
empathy and ToM (question 2).

General discussion

The present study validated a novel behavioral and fMRI paradigm,
the EmpaToM, that assesses both the neural networks and behavioral
markers related to empathy and compassion on the one hand and
ToM ability on the other hand within one individual. We utilized this
novel task to demonstrate (1) specific brain–behavior relations for
both empathy and ToM and (2) distinct neural networks underlying
empathy and ToM in task related and task-free fMRI within the same
individuals.

In two experiments, the EmpaToM consistently induced empathy
as evident in subjective valence ratings, heart rate deceleration, and
activation of empathy related brain regions (including dorsal AI, dorsal
ACC/MPFC, IFG, SMG/dorsal TPJ). Trial-by-trial variations in valence rat-
ings modulated activation within this network, as did inter-individual
variations in affective responding across subjects. Importantly, both
the behavioral and neural markers of empathy were validated with an
external established empathy task, the SovT (Klimecki et al., 2014).
The activation cluster for empathy in MPFC and ACC was more dorsal
than reported in empathy for pain studies (for a meta-analysis see
Lamm et al., 2011), but overlapped with a recent meta-analysis on a
broad range of empathy paradigms (Bzdok et al., 2012).

Interestingly, the ventral striatum, a region typically associated with
positive emotion and reward (Cardinal et al., 2002), was activated
during presentation of emotionally negative videos. Activation in this
region varied parametrically with participants' subjective ratings of
compassion, while it was independent of the valence ratings. This is in
line with findings of enhanced ventral striatum activity after compas-
sion but not empathy training (Engen and Singer, 2015; Klimecki
et al., 2013, 2014) and suggests that the feeling of a caring affection
for others is related to ventral striatum activity also in untrained indi-
viduals. The EmpaToM, thus, allows differentiating empathic, rather
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negatively valenced, and compassionate, rather positive valenced,
responses when exposed to the suffering of others.

Concerning the cognitive route to understanding others, ToM
questions in the EmpaToM induced activation in regions typically
observed for mentalizing (including bilateral ventral TPJ, STS, TP,
precuneus and MPFC), which overlapped with activation in an
established false-belief task (Dodell-Feder et al., 2011) assessed within
the same sample and with regions observed in a recent meta-analysis
on diverse ToM tasks (Bzdok et al., 2012). On a behavioral level, ToM
performance in the verbal and high-level EmpaToM was correlated
not only with performance in another verbal high-level ToM task
(Kinderman et al., 1998), but also with a visual perspective-taking
task (Samson et al., 2010). Besides validating the EmpaToM, this finding
is of interest to the mentalizing literature (Apperly and Butterfill, 2009;
Böckler and Zwickel, 2013) because it points towards shared mecha-
nisms that underlie taking others' visual or cognitive perspectives (cf.
Apperly and Butterfill, 2009). Interestingly, the same neural network
that was involved in explicit mentalizing during the ToM questions in
the EmpaToMwas also observed to be active during previous watching
of the ToM videos. As participants were not asked to think about the
mental states of the observed others at this point, this finding may
reflect spontaneous and rather implicit mentalizing. The overlap of ac-
tivity during videos and questions suggests that implicit and explicit
mentalizing processes may be closely related in a healthy population.
During development and in clinical populations, however, implicit and
explicit mentalizing capacities may dissociate (Frith and Frith, 2008;
Kovács et al., 2010), a question that could be directly tested using the
EmpaToM. Two important aspects should be considered before apply-
ing the EmpaToM to populations in clinical or developmental contexts.
First, the ToM measure is relatively difficult as reflected in high error
rates. While this makes the EmpaToM well-suited for investigations in
the adult population and in plasticity research because it provides
enough inter-individual variance, the taskmay be too difficult for youn-
ger participant samples or for clinical samples suffering from severe
cognitive disabilities. Second, future research needs to specifically
address the diagnostic value of the EmpaToM by investigating test pa-
rameters such as internal consistency and re-test reliability.

Having established external validaty of the EmpaToM on a behavior-
al and neural level, we addressed the two main questions of this study.
Specifically, we aimed at investigating the relation between inter-
individual differences in neural activity underlying empathy and ToM
to the respective behavioral indices (question 1) and at separating the
neural networks related to empathy and ToM requirements and embed-
ding the observed peak activations in task-free resting state networks
(question 2). First, concerning the brain–behavior relations of the two
routes of social cognition,we askedwhether the degree towhich partic-
ipants subjectively rate their experienced levels of empathywas specif-
ically related to the degree of activation in neural network activated
during emotional videos but not to differences in the degree of brain
activation elicited during the ToM conditions, and vice versa? Indeed,
results of Experiment 2 revealed clear-cut and specific brain–behavior
relations: participants with higher activation in the empathy related
network reported more negative affect after the emotional videos,
while no relation to ToM performancewas found. In contrast, enhanced
activation of the ToM related network was linked to better ToM
performance, but not to behavioral measures of empathy. This pattern
was replicated when using composite scores of empathy and ToM
performance derived from multiple tasks, which corroborates and
generalizes the specificity of the brain–behavior relations of the two
social capacities. This finding is highly interesting given that such
brain–behavior relations, to our knowledge, have not yet been reported
due to behavioral ceiling effects inmost ToM fMRI paradigms in healthy
adult populations. Thus, the EmpaToM is the first task allowing for the
reliable assessment of individual differences in ToM in healthy adult
populations on a neural and behavioral level. This extends previous
findings by revealing a direct link between activity in the network
that is typically reported for conditions requiring ToM and the inter-
individual differences in ToM performance. Furthermore, and in con-
trast to the neural efficiency hypothesis, claiming that expertise in a
specific task comes with reduced activation of the underlying neural
network (Neubauer and Fink, 2009) and behavioral impairments relate
to activation increase (Kanske et al., 2013a; Wessa et al., 2013), our
results clearly show that enhanced performance in mentalizing tasks
demands increased activation of the respective neural network. Taken
together, the specific relation of brain and behavioral markers provides
strong evidence for selective contributions of the neural networks to
empathic responding on the one hand and Theory of Mind performance
on the other.

Second, we aimed at investigating the separability of the neural
networks related to empathy and ToM when assessed in the same indi-
viduals with a single well-controlled task. Directly contrasting empathy
and ToM related brain activation patterns yielded highly specific
networks that correspond to, but are much more circumscribed than
the activation patterns revealed in the main contrasts for empathy and
ToM, respectively. In the temporo-parietal cortex, two neighboring, but
distinct peaks were identified for empathy (dorsal TPJ including SMG)
on the one hand and ToM (ventral TPJ) on the other hand. This suggests
that even though both empathy and ToM conditions activated the TPJ
(see also (Bzdok et al., 2012), the specific regions engaged by each one
of the two routes of social cognition differ. In linewith this finding, a sim-
ilar differentiation between TPJ and SMG had recently been observed
when overcoming emotional egocentricity during empathic judgements
(SMG) versus cognitive egocentricity during ToM tasks (ventral TPJ
(Silani et al., 2013; Steinbeis et al., 2014). The observed activations in
dorsal TPJ/SMG for empathy in the EmpaToMmight therefore suggest in-
volvement of a similar process of separating one's own emotional state
from the emotional state of another when watching the emotional
videos. In contrast, activation peaks in the ToM related ventral TPJ may
serve similar self-other distinction in the cognitive domain (Decety and
Lamm, 2007). Thus, the results suggest that both affective and cognitive
understanding of others seem to rely on processes related to
distinguishing one's own from others' psychological states: for empathy,
the involvement of the dorsal TPJ/SMG may suggest differentiation of
others' and own affective states and for ToM, the ventral TPJ indicates
the differentiation of others' and own cognitive states.

Importantly, the differentiation between the two task-based
functional networks was corroborated by task-free functional connec-
tivity analyses during resting state. Thus, using the two distinct ventral
and dorsal peaks in TPJ as seeds yielded distinct networks that
closely resembled the task-based networks. Similar patterns emerged
when exploring resting state connectivity from the neighboring peaks
of empathy and ToM in posterior and anterior midline regions
(precuneus/posterior cingulate and MPFC). The functional significance
of the differentiation of empathy and ToM in these regions will need
to be clarified in future research. Crucially, however, the findings of
distinct patterns of empathic responding and ToM in behavioral
markers, task-based neural activation, and task-free connectivity
strongly support the existence of two separate routes to social under-
standing. Noticeably, such a distinction of functional networks has
also been discussed in other domains, for example in the interplay of
pro- and reactive cognitive control functions (Tops et al., 2014) or, relat-
edly, processing of internally and externally generated information
(Wen et al., 2012).

While the presently observed empathy related activity resembles
the reactive/externally oriented network (variably referred to as task
control network, salience network, or cingulo-opercular network), the
ToM related activity conforms with the proactive/internally oriented
network (default mode network) (Buckner et al., 2011; Yeo et al.,
2011). This overlap suggests that empathic responding may require
functions ascribed to externally driven task control or salience network
such as rapid detection of and reactive orienting to salient external
events for immediate and adequate adaptation to others' emotional
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states. Mentalizing, on the other hand, necessitates stimulus-
independent process such as the generation and introspection on
thoughts as well as distinguishing internally generated and externally
provided information, processes ascribed to the default mode network.

While the neural networks related to empathy and ToM can be
clearly distinguished, an open question is how they can influence one
another. Previous research indicates, for example, that explicitly trying
to take another person's perspective can modulate the degree of
empathic responding (Lamm et al., 2007; Perry et al., 2010) and that
inter-individual differences in perspective taking correlate with early
emotion detection (Kanske et al., 2013b). Because the EmpaToM as-
sesses and independently manipulates both processes, it could be
used to expand our knowledge on the natural interplay of empathy
and ToM in the future.

In conclusion, we introduce a novel behavioral and fMRI paradigm
that enables the valid and independent assessment of socio-affective
(empathy, compassion) and socio-cognitive processes (ToM) within
an individual in a controlled but naturalistic setting in only 30 min.
Future studies could furthermore utilize the EmpaToM for the assess-
ment of metacognitive acuity by relating the confidence ratings to
actual performance aswell as interoceptive awareness by relating phys-
iological arousal during the videos to self-reported subjective affect.
Based on the successful validation, the EmpaToM will allow addressing
questions ranging from characterizing specific impairments of social
understanding in psychopathology, identifying different developmental
trajectories of empathy and ToM to differential plasticity in intervention
studies. A particular advantage is that five parallel sets of the EmpaToM
are available, allowing for multiple testing within the same individuals.

Utilizing this paradigm, we demonstrated specific brain–behavior
correlations for individual differences in empathy and ToM and provid-
ed evidence for clearly distinguishable neural networks underlying
empathy and ToM in both task related and task-free fMRI. These
findings are of importance to social neuroscience because they further
characterize two distinct routes to understanding others and relate
these to well-known resting state networks associated with internally
generated processing of propositional knowledge about the world on
the one hand and more externally driven saliency networks associated
to emotional reactivity and regulation on the other hand. The present
research, thus, lays the foundation for future understanding of how
social cognition draws on and informsmore general cognitive processes.
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